EUROCOM Neptune 4

Building your dreams.

Productivity can be measured - creativity cannot. Don’t cut your creativity short because you have joined the mobile workforce, demand the power of a workstation class desktop in a laptop form factor and lead your studio, engineering or design firm wherever the work takes you.

17.3” FHD 1920x1080; Matte or Glossy; LED Backlit LVDS interface for crystal clear HD images and graphics.

4th Generation Intel Mobile i7-4xxx series up to i7-4940MX Extreme provides all the processing power needed for even the most demanding applications.

Modular MXM 3.0b; up to 120W with Optimus Technology and Turbo Boost 2.0; provides unprecedented options for workstation class performance and 3D modeling with the 8GB Quadro K5100M.

An unbelievable 5 physical drives (STB) RAID 0/1/5/10 makes for blazing fast, dedicated scratch disks and raid setups that will never leave you wanting for more space.

Up to 32GB; Dual Channel with 4 RAM sockets; DDR3L-1600 ensures that highly textured models and real time experiments/rendering are easily handled.

With an understated profile the Neptune 4 is exactly the type of tool that will take your business, anywhere you can dream.